American Military Button Makers Dealers Backmarks
buttoning down the past: a look at buttons as indicators ... - using button collecting literature, the
results of archaeological excavations at early american sites, fashion histories, and personal accounts such as
travel journals, this paper identifies buttons more commonly found on archaeological button backmark
information - the buttonmonger - button backmark information this page is to assist you in identifying
manufacturing dates on found buttons through use of their associated backmarks a brief history of the
button - a brief history of the button the word button originates from the french word “bouton”: a small piece
of metal or other material used to connect different parts of a garment by means of a buttonhole. 475 buttons (page 2) - anthropology - a compilation of button makers and outfitters of american origin that
includes approximate dates of manufacture and also type of button produced can be found in the complete
button book (albert and kent indian wars us army/cavalry uniform gear & weapons ... - us vest standing collar- the vests are in either a standard military (20 ounce) wool, or deluxe 16 oz wool on the front
and standard or deluxe cotton on the back. this vest has the small standing collar with a 9 button battery
manufacturers and brand names list - battery manufacturers and brand names list
http://jgdarden/batteryfaq/batbrandm#e[7/24/2009 11:56:06 am] battery manufacturers and brand names list
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